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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to
cut our ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a
Blessed Hope enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer

Next On Europe's Doomsday List This Winter: Collapse Of
Cell Phone Networks
News Image BY TYLER DURDEN/ACTIVIST POST
OCTOBER 04, 2022
It's not just heating that could be missing across
Europe this winter: cell phones may be the next to go.
That's because if power cuts or energy rationing
knocks out parts of the mobile networks across the
region, mobile phones could go dark around Europe
this winter according to the latest doomsday reporting
from Reuters.
While everyone knows by now that Europe's chances of rationing and power shortages have exploded
ever since Moscow suspended gas supplies, in France, the situation is even worse as several nuclear
power plants are shutting down for maintenance. And the cherry on top: telecom industry officials told
Reuters they fear a severe winter will put Europe's telecoms infrastructure to the test, forcing companies
and governments to try to mitigate the impact (i.e., more bailout demands).
The problem, as four telecoms executives put it, is that currently there are not enough back-up systems
in many European countries to handle widespread power cuts, raising the prospect of mobile phone
outages. Realizing that in just weeks Europe could be cell phone free, countries including France,
Sweden and Germany, are scrambling to ensure communications can continue even if power cuts end
up exhausting back-up batteries installed on the thousands of cellular antennas spread across their
territory.
Alas, like with everything else in Europe, it's too little, too late and Europe is facing a truly historic cell
phone black out because while Europe has nearly half a million telecom towers, most of them have
battery backups that last around 30 minutes to run the mobile antennas. After that they go dark.

One of the alternatives being discussed is pushing Europe back to communist-era blackout regimes: in
France, a plan put forward by electricity distributor Enedis, includes potential power cuts of up to two
hours in a worst-case scenario, two sources familiar with the matter said.
The general black-outs would affect only parts of the country on a rotating basis. Essential services
such as hospitals, police and government will not be impacted, the sources said. And now, it appears
that cell phones are considered essential too: the French Federation of Telecoms (FFT), a lobby group
representing Orange, Bouygues Telecomand Altice's SFR, put the spotlight on Enedis for being unable
to exempt antennas from the power cuts.
Enedis said it was able to isolate sections of the network to supply priority customers, such as hospitals,
key industrial installations and the military and that it was up to local authorities to add telecoms
operators infrastructure to the list of priority customers.
"Maybe we'll improve our knowledge on the matter by this winter, but it's not easy to isolate a mobile
antenna (from the rest of the network)," said a French finance ministry official with knowledge of the
talks.
Telcos in Sweden and Germany have also raised concerns over potential electricity shortages with
their governments, several sources familiar with the matter said. Swedish telecom regulator PTS is
working with telecom operators and other government agencies to find solutions, it said. That includes
talks about what will happen if electricity is rationed. PTS is financing the purchase of transportable fuel
stations and mobile base stations that connect to mobile phones to handle longer power outages, a
PTS spokesperson said.
The Italian telecoms lobby was even more forceful, and told Reuters it wants the mobile network to be
excluded from any power cut or energy saving stoppage and will raise this with Italy's new government.
The power outages increase the probability of electronic components failing if subjected to abrupt
interruptions, telecoms lobby chief Massimo Sarmi said in an interview.
Until a solution is reached, to save power, telecom companies are using software to optimize traffic
flow, make towers "sleep" when not in use and switch off different spectrum bands, Reuters sources
said. The telecom operators are also working with national governments to check if plans are in place
to maintain critical services. In Germany, Deutsche Telekom has 33,000 mobile radio towers and its
mobile emergency power systems can only support a small number of them at the same time, a
company spokesperson said.

The Rise of Fauci and the U.S. Biosecurity State —
Who Was Behind It?
Joseph Mercola
Dick Cheney, as vice president, was responsible for putting all biodefense research under the auspices of
Dr. Anthony Fauci and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, making Fauci the sole
decision-maker on biodefense and scientific research.

Story at a glance:
•

America’s focus on biosecurity began in earnest during the second Bush administration.
Dick Cheney, as vice president, was responsible for putting all biodefense research under
the auspices of Dr. Anthony Fauci and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID).

•

Since 2003, Fauci has been responsible for civilian biodefense research and early
development of medical countermeasures against terrorist threats from infectious diseases.

•

There’s no meaningful administrative distinction between biodefense and scientific
research in general, and Fauci has been the sole decision maker for all of it, with no
oversight.

•

Fauci has followed in Cheney’s footsteps, using the same tactics to deceive the American
public into war. Cheney leaked false information to the press, and then used that press
coverage to justify the invasion of Iraq. Fauci supervised the writing of a paper denouncing
the lab leak theory, and then used that paper as “evidence” that SARS-CoV-2 arose
naturally.

•

COVID-19 is a war against the public, for the purpose of forcing us into a New World Order,
a One World Government run by a globalist cabal, where “biosecurity” is the justification for
the removal of Constitutional rights and freedoms.

•

As reviewed in “Why Government Health Care Kills More People Than It Helps,” the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) couldn’t have botched its COVID-19 response any more if it
tried.
On Aug. 17, CDC director Dr. Rochelle Walensky even publicly admitted the agency’s failures, stating,
“we are responsible for some pretty dramatic, pretty public mistakes from testing, to data, to
communications.”
To save face, Walensky is reorganizing the agency, but considering the extent to which CDC officials
have lied, obfuscated and broken laws intended to protect public health, it is highly unlikely that the
CDC will ever be able to recover its credibility.
Abolish the CDC
The CDC is corrupted beyond salvage, and as noted by Brownstone Institute founder and
president Jeffrey Tucker, the only way to fix a captured bureaucracy is to get rid of it:
“Any serious effort to end the crisis must deal with the problem of the administrative state and the
bureaucratic power thereof. Without that focus, no reform effort can get anywhere …

“The reason is simple: a free and functioning society cannot coexist with an undemocratic beast like
this on the loose, making its own laws and running roughshod over rights and liberties with zero
oversight from elected leaders. Until the administrative state is defanged and disempowered, there will
be no representative government and no hope for change.
“It’s obvious that the bureaucracies will not reform themselves … The reform will be … cosmetic without
reality. It will not deal with the central problem as plainly stated by Harvey Risch:
“‘industry subservience and epidemiologic incompetence’ …
“After Betsy DeVos left the Department of Education, and observing from the inside what a disaster it
truly was, she said what needed to be said. Abolish it. Shut it down. Defund it completely. Forget about
it. It does nothing useful. Everything it does can be performed better at the state level or private markets.
All true.
“What she says about the Department of Education is equally true of another hundred-plus agencies
of the administrative state. People have been talking lately about abolishing the FBI. Great, do it. Same
goes for the CDC. It’s time. Right now. Pull the plug on the whole thing and sell the real estate.
“Truly there is no other option except continuing to do what we are doing now. The status quo is
intolerable. If a serious reform-minded Congress comes to power, abolition and not reform and not cuts,
needs to be the starting point of discussion …
“There needs to be a to-be-abolished list and any federal government institution with the word agency,
department, or bureau needs to be on it … Society itself, which is smarter than bureaucracy, can
manage the rest.”
The rise of the American biosecurity state
To understand how and why the CDC has morphed into an agency that works against, instead of for,
the public good, we need to take a look at the history of American biodefense. Two journalists have
recently dedicated articles to this issue.
In an Aug. 29, Unherd article, Ashley Rindsberg reviewed how Dr. Anthony Fauci rose to power as
the highest paid federal employee, sitting at the “very top of America’s biodefense infrastructure,” with
near-unlimited authority, at least as it pertains to science; what gets funded and what doesn’t. “To
understand the rise of Fauci … we must return to the first months of the 2000s, when a hawkish new
administration was settling into power,” Rindsberg writes.
George W. Bush came into office with Dick Cheney as vice president. Cheney had already served as
defense secretary under George H.W. Bush.
According to Rindsberg, the Bush administration “came to power with biological weapons and infectious
disease very much top of mind, with Cheney seeking to address the gaping hole in America’s national
security left by the country’s lack of a coherent biodefense strategy.”Biodefense became an even more
prominent concern in the aftermath of 9/11, when letters containing anthrax were sent out to members
of media and two U.S. senators.
Of the 22 people infected with anthrax, five died. According to Rindsberg, Cheney “served as the
political engine behind a paradigm shift that would soon take place in America’s biodefense strategy.”

It Is A Time Of Desperation, And That Means Anything Is
Possible
ByHal Lindsey

In Japan, people scrambled to find shelter as a North Korean missile flew overhead. The nation
issued a J-alert. Train service was suspended. Officials ordered residents in the northeastern part
of the country to evacuate buildings and find bomb shelters. Both Japan and South Korea sit
minutes away from almost all of North Korea’s large ballistic missile stockpile. But they’re not
alone. The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea also has intercontinental ballistic missiles that
can reach most of the world, including the United States.
On October 4th, the Los Angeles Times ran an article with the headline, “North Korea’s latest missile
test reminds the world of Asia’s powder keg.” The article said, “With the war in Ukraine and Russia’s
threats to deploy tactical nuclear weapons, it was easy to lose sight of the rising danger North Korea
poses.”
But with a threat like Russia, such an oversight is understandable. When the nation with the world’s
largest stockpile of nuclear weapons, repeatedly threatens to use them, it’s hard not to put your focus
there. It may feel good to see Ukraine’s success, but we also need to understand the danger their
success creates. Putin’s army is falling apart. Men fearing the draft have been fleeing the country at
an astounding rate.
An ever-growing number of Putin’s inner circle have met untimely deaths, suggesting that it’s
dangerous even in private to question the Czar-like Putin. But on the battlefield, another kind of
desperation has set in. It has become increasingly common to see white flags attached to Russian
tanks, and Russian soldiers walking toward enemy lines with their hands raised.

Vladimir Putin is being deeply humiliated. That feels like justice, but it has created an almost
unfathomable danger for every person in the world. The Daily Beast ran an October 4th article with
the headline, “It’s Time to Brace for Putin’s Greatest Meltdown Yet.” They called him a “cornered
animal,” and said, “The great unraveling of Russian President Vladimir Putin could be right around
the corner. It won’t be pretty.”
As Russia’s leader is further weakened, he becomes more likely to lash out with the only thing Russia
has that scares everyone else — his nukes. He’s looking for a way to stay in power, and maybe even
to stay alive. It is a time of desperation, and that means anything is possible.
That same day, October 4, 2022, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) said it
was purchasing $290 million worth of the drug Nplate, used “to save lives following radiological and
nuclear emergencies.” Think about that. The United States is now stockpiling antiradiation drugs.
What brought that on? One guess. Russia.
Vladimir Putin, a man who seems to be in poor health and showing increased mental instability,
controls the world’s largest arsenal of nuclear weapons — larger even than that of the United States.
In a televised September speech to the Russian people, Putin said he was not bluffing when he
warned that he might use nuclear weapons against the West. He told them the very existence of
Russia is now at stake in Ukraine. Since he said that, Russia’s strategic position in Ukraine has only
grown more dire.
“Perilous times” have come, just as the Bible said they would. Stay close to the Lord in prayer and
Bible reading. We must not despair, but walk in faith — getting the Gospel out in every way we can,
for as long as we can.

Headlines: Rapture Ready
Russian hackers reportedly cyberattack US airports
Russian hackers are suspected to have carried out cyberattacks against US airports, The
Independent reported on Monday. The hackers took down websites of prominent US airports, such as
LaGuardia Airport in New York, and Chicago International Airport, according to the report.
UAE’s Mohamed bin Zayed to meet Russia’s Putin to discuss Ukraine
United Arab Emirates President Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed al-Nahyan will travel to Russia on
Tuesday to meet with President Vladimir Putin, UAE state news agency WAM reported on Monday.
The visit came less than a week after OPEC+, a group of oil producers that includes the UAE and
Russia, agreed to make steep oil production cuts in defiance of US pressure.
The ancient Jewish practice of Hakhel gets a 21st-century revival
Every seven years, in ancient times, Jewish men, women, and children would gather at the Temple
on the first day of Sukkot to hear the king of Jerusalem read aloud from the Torah. In 2022, there’s no
king and no Temple, and more than half of all Jews live far from Jerusalem — but the ritual is still
inspiring Jews around the world to gather together. In fact, the tradition, known as Hakhel, appears to
be seeing a resurgence of popular interest.
\

Utility Pumps Customers’ Smart Meter Data To Police Without Warrant
Police are routinely breaking the law to enforce the law, which is patently absurd. Smart meter data is
on electricity usage is sent via WiFi to the utility company, recording detailed activities within the
home or business. Thus, there is no longer expectation of “sanctuary” within your own home. Detailed
surveillance has been a key plank of Technocracy since its original creation in 1932.
STILL DUMBED DOWN: Even after millions of global covid vaccine deaths, 49% of Americans
still plan to get a flu shot this winter
The corporate-controlled media is complaining that not even 50 percent of America is planning to get
vaccinated for seasonal influenza this year. We, on the other hand, are surprised that anyone wants
to get jabbed after all the revelations about covid jab injuries and deaths.

